
REAR WINDOW MUSIC ANALYSIS

'Rear Window' was his boldest experiment in popular music. Just like many of Hitchcock's films, the music is a crucial
part of the narrative and.

Some of these characters include; a happy newlywed couple, a lonely dancer, a songwriter and Thorwald the
murderer. Also, what other films effectively utilize limited space? In his pre-production notes about this
particular sequence, Hitchcock wrote "The wedding march would of course be completely out because it
would be so obvious and on the nose. As long as he ditches the window watching he should be fine.
Hitchcock's recorded music had been cold and impersonal, but this live performance saved his charcater's life.
Two years before Elvis and a full 10 before the Beatles hit America, pop music was innocent, saccharine, most
often harmless, and most importantly, pervasive. Throughout this film the audience are shown many different
characters and each window represents a different style of living and snippets of these characters lives as
Jefferies sees them. That makes Waxman's modest score something of a scene-setting endeavor instead of a
constant mood accompaniment. But, in fact, Rear Window uses his score only sparsely, notably in the opening
credits and toward the end. He finds himself increasingly interested in the activities of his neighbors, who are
uniquely available to Jefferies as the scorching weather forces them to leave their curtains and windows open.
Unlike many film directors he both loved and understood music and that, in a sense, the soundtrack is a
character in a film. Waxman also composed the song "Lisa," supposedly written by Jeff's musician neighbor in
the movie. With Jeff and Lisa working together to figure out if Thorwald does commit this terrible crime, it
makes them work as a team and brings them closer and also makes them a lot stronger as a couple. Jimmy
Stewart plays L. The characters Jefferies observes through his telephoto lens are cast as unwitting participants
in a playacted playlist, performing their daily activities against a backdrop of seemingly innocent but darkly
humorous melodies. These captains of industry pay for the opportunity to identify themselves with carefully
curated music selections, variously titled "Ink'd" heavy metal , or "Screen Door" alt-country. Also with him
watching the dinner party of the musician it makes the audience feel sympathetic towards him as it makes him
feel he is missing out on social events. To these writers and philosophers many of whom had witnessed
fascism firsthand , this was a truly horrifying development. The act proves unnecessary, however, as the
nearly finished "Lisa" wafts through the courtyard and into her ears. Affiliate disclosure: Our articles contain
affiliate links we are Amazon Associates and powered through Sovrn. This listener passivity would later be
further affirmed by Sony's introduction of the Walkman and practically cemented by Apple's iPod. This is then
followed by the noise of an alarm clock, which shifts the attention from one flat to another, as this alarm clock
is going off in a different flat. Our one commonality is Stewart stuck in that wheelchair with only his broken
leg, his camera, and the neighbors to keep him entertained.


